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ABSTRACT
With the widespread use of graphical processing units (GPUs),
it is important to ensure that programmers have a clear
understanding of their shared memory consistency model,
i.e. what values can be read when issued concurrently with
writes. Compared to CPUs, GPUs present different shared
memory behavior, and we know of no published formal consistency model for them. To fill this void, we establish a formal state transition model of GPU loads, stores, and fences
in the language Murphi [2], and check properties – captured
in litmus tests that pertain to ordering and visibility properties – over executions using the Murphi model checker.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
C.1.2 [Computer Systems Organization]: Processor Architectures—Multiple Data Stream Architectures (Multiprocessors); D.2.4 [Software Engineering]: Software/Program
Verification—model checking, reliability

General Terms
Verification, Reliability
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1.

MOTIVATION

We study GPU shared memory consistency with a focus
on memory fences. Well-synchronized code can hide weak
memory model issues from the programmer [4, p.64-65];
however, synchronization operations can be very expensive.
Cutting-edge algorithms bypass these expensive operations
to obtain significant speedup, at the cost of exposing the
memory model [3], which must be understood for correct
implementation. If developers write unsynchronized code
assuming certain instruction orderings or memory visibilities
which are not in line with the shared memory consistency
model, then code can be buggy. We have found instances of
such assumptions in real world code.
Memory fences can enforce different visibility semantics,
including static (ordering within a thread) or dynamic (transitive visibility across threads) properties. Fences can also
be cumulative which requires ensuring the visibility of values
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observed (but not written) by a given thread [1]. The current CUDA documentation only has scanty detail on these
semantics.

2.

CONTRIBUTIONS

This work presents a variety of litmus tests i.e. short executions which are allowed, disallowed or guaranteed, that we
believe illustrate the behavior of our subset of instructions.
We provide tests that investigate classical properties such
as coherence and write atomicity [4, p.11,69] as well as tests
that take into account the unique memory and concurrency
systems of GPUs. For example, different fences enforce different visibilities for inter and intra block threads. The results of the tests were determined by feedback from industry
experts, the limited documentation available, and properties
desired in modern multi-core systems. Some behaviors e.g.
write atomicity, remain unresolved.
Using the results of the litmus tests, we developed an operational shared memory consistency model using intuitive
data structures and simple operations. At a high level, each
thread has: an instruction queue for each address, a view of
global and shared memory and a set of unissued loads. Instructions are issued nondeterministically from instruction
queues. Memory locations have flags and are shared between threads based on these flags.
Finally, we implemented our model in the Murphi [2] modeling language and validated our litmus tests through model
checking. We provide our model at: http://www.cs.utah.
edu/~tylers/CUMM along with instructions how to investigate custom tests which can aid developers.
Our GPU shared memory consistency model is currently
being reviewed by industry experts and is expected to grow
and change based on feedback. We have shown real world
motivation for a GPU memory model and provided a reasonable model based on related work and industry feedback.
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